COVID-19 IN OCCUPIED KASHMIR

THESE STATISTICS ARE FROM MARCH - JULY 10.

STATS FROM COVIDKASHMIR.ORG:

- 9501 total cases.
- 154 deaths.
- 2.21% of tests positive.
- 1:3886 doctor to patient ratio vs 1:1000 WHO norm.
- 97 ventilators for all of Kashmir.

1. Lack of PPE and Testing
2. Intimidation and physical assault against doctors & healthcare professionals
3. Poor Quarantine & Testing Practices, deliberate negligence
4. Army personnel not subject to testing

INTENSIFIED INDIAN MILITARY OPERATIONS

- 100+ rebels killed.
- 20+ civilians killed.
- 50+ homes destroyed.

- Dozens of Cordon and Search Operations
- Looting and Destruction of Property
- Entire villages ransacked
- Increased surveillance
- Increased police & army brutality against civilians
- Increase in people detained
- Use of human shields
- Shelling across Line of Control, resulting in death of civilians
- Enhanced road blockades and physical restrictions

A LOCKDOWN WITHIN A LOCKDOWN

- Continuation of Lockdown from August 2019
- Devastation of economy, especially agriculture, small business, & tourism
- Repeated blocking of all internet & mobile services
- Chronically slow internet access, hinders access to education for students & medical info
- Restriction on freedom of press
- Journalists harassed & intimidated
- Most detainees still in jail under unsafe conditions

SETTLER-COLONIAL PROJECT

- Laws passed to enable forced demographic change
- E-application launched to hasten process of issuing domicile certificates
- E-auction of mining rights given to non-Kashmiris
- Increased deforestation & handing over of Forest Dept. to direct Indian control

Indian occupation is an epidemic of its own kind.